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Abstract. This paper presents a formal text representation model as an
alternative to the vector space model. It combines a tree-like model with
graph-inducing lexical relations. The paper aims at formalizing two yet
unrelated approaches, i.e. lexical chaining [3] and quantitative structure
analysis [9], in order to combine content and structure modeling.
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Introduction

The bag of features approach has been seminal for measuring the similarities of
natural language texts. Its most prominent exponent is the vector space model
[14]. It has been used in various fields of computational linguistics such as, e.g.,
disambiguation [16], text categorization [6] and topic tracking [1]. Further, it has
been extended in terms of latent semantic analysis [7] and related descendants
in order to measure indirect relations of texts which are no longer judged to be
similar by sharing a subset of relevant words, but by containing similarly used
ones.
These and related models all assume that texts are adequately represented
as weighted vectors of mainly lexical features. Obviously, this model disregards
text structure though there are extensions which additionally take non-lexical
features into account [17]. Further, the bag-of-features approach primarily explores lexical knowledge from input texts or some reference corpora, but disregards terminological ontologies such as social tagging systems [19] which – due
to the fact that they result from “crowdsourcing” – provide large scale access to
various topic areas which are continuously enriched by their users [11].
This paper presents an alternative model which does both mapping some part
of text structure and utilizing a terminological ontology as a source of measuring
direct and indirect similarities of signs. Its starting point is the independently
confirmed success of a purely structure-oriented approach to text categorization,
called quantitative structure analysis (QSA) [9], and its content-related counterpart in the form of lexical chaining [3]: Whereas QSA shows that a large number
of genre-related text categories can be learnt by solely exploring the structure of
input texts, lexical chaining proofs its potential in content-related categorization
[10]. In this paper, we present a formal model of the textual input of these two
approaches. Our starting point is the lack of an integrated graph-theoretical text
model as input to QSA and lexical chaining. The paper aims at filling this gap
by contributing an integrated structure- and content-oriented text model.

2

A Formal Model of Lexical Chains

This section presents a formal model of lexical chaining which extends the standard approach by integrating a graph-theoretical text model. Our starting point
is the notion of the Logical Document Structure (LDS) [12] and an ordered hierarchy of content objects [13] as exemplified by the inclusion hierarchy of a text
based on its nested section, paragraph and sentence structure. As this structure
is extended by graph inducing links as, e.g., anaphoric relations between different text spans, we extend the notion of LDS in terms of a generalized tree [8].
Note that we aim at a formal text representation model as an alternative to the
feature vector model. Thus, we start with an abstract definition of textual units
which is later on instantiated by natural language texts.
Definition 1. (Preliminaries) Let A = {a1 , . . . , an }, B = {b1 , . . . , bm } be two
sets and t : B → A a total function where t(b) = a ∈ A is called the type of form
b ∈ B. We define a relation |= ⊆ B × A with (b, a) ∈ |=, i.e. b |= a, iff t(b) = a.
Next, let hB ? , ◦, ²i be the free monoid over B based on the concatenation function
◦. Any x = bi1 ◦ . . . ◦ bil ∈ B ? , bij 6= ², j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, is called a text string of
length l. In the present paper we identify tokens by their text position such that
bij is the jth token in x. This is done by the function x : {1, . . . , l} → {bi1 , . . . , bil }
with x(j) = bij . Note that for two tokens n, m ∈ {1 . . . , l}, n 6= m, it may hold
that x(n) = x(m). A set C = {x1 , . . . , xk } of text strings is called a text string
corpus. For any 1 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ l, bim ◦ . . . ◦ bin is called a text substring of
x = bi1 ◦ . . . ◦ bil ∈ B ? . The set of all text substrings of x is denoted by [x].
A text string is the formal counterpart of a tokenized text in the stage before
the segmentation of its LDS. Analogously, a text string corpus corresponds to
a text corpus. This level of abstraction is indispensable in order to formalize
lexical chains in terms of graph theory.
Definition 2. (Generalized Trees) Let T (r) = (V, E, r, O) be a directed ordered tree with vertex set V , edge set E, root r and order relation O ⊂ V 2 which
for each vertex v ∈ V linearly orders the set {w | (v, w) ∈ E} of vertices to which
v is adjacent. Let further Prv = (vi0 , ej1 , vi1 , . . . , vin−1 , ejn , vin ), vi0 = r, vin = v,
ejk = (vik−1 , vik ) ∈ E, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, be the unique path in T from r to v ∈ V
and V (Prv ) be the set of all vertices of Prv . A generalized tree
GT (r) = (V, E[1] , E[2] , E[3] , E[4] , E[5] , E[6] , E[7] , r)
induced by T (r) is a graph whose partitioned edge set is incrementally defined:
kernel edges: E[1] = E
up edges: E[2] ⊆ Eu = {(v, w) | v ∈ V ∧ w ∈ V (Prv ) \ {v}}
down edges: E[3] ⊆ Ed = {(v, w) | w ∈ V ∧ v ∈ V (Prw ) \ {w}}
reflexive edges: E[4] ⊆ Er = {(v, v) | v ∈ V }
across edges: E[5] ⊆ V 2 \ (E ∪ Eu ∪ Ed ∪ Er )
sequential edges: E[6] = O
external edges: E[7] = ∅

We abbreviate GT (r) = (V, E[1..7] , r) where e ∈ E[1..7] iff e ∈ ∪7i=1 E[i] ; the
sets E[1..7] do not need to be pairwise disjunct. A generalized tree GT (r) =
(V, E[1..7] , r) induces a directed tree Tree(GT (r)) = T (r) called kernel hierarchy.
Generalized trees have been introduced by [4, 8] to model graph-like structures of websites which span a graph over a kernel tree without relying on a
notion of levels of structuring. That is, due to the degree of structural freedom
induced by hyperlinks, constituents of different web pages of the same site do
not need to belong to the same level. For more details on this model see [8]. The
next definition extends generalized trees in terms of inclusion hierarchies which
depart from web structures by integrating such a notion of structure levels (see
Fig. 1):
Definition 3. (Generalized Inclusion Hierarchies) Let x ∈ B ? be a text
string and GT (r) = (V, E[1..7] , r) a generalized tree. GT(r) is called a generalized inclusion hierarchy GH (x) = (V, E[1..7] , r, L, λ, ω) induced by x if its kernel
hierarchy Tree(GT (r)) = (V, E, r, O), E = E[1] , O = E[6] , the labeling function
L : V → [x] and the level mapping λ have the following properties:
1. Ordering:
– λ : V → {0, . . . , hgt(Tree(GT (r))) − 1} is a function mapping each vertex
v ∈ V onto a level λ(v) such that1
• λ(r) = 0,
• ∀v ∈ V : leaf(v) = 1 ⇒ λ(v) = hgt(Tree(GT (r))) − 1,
• ∀(v, w) ∈ E : λ(v) < λ(w).
– Let Vl = {v ∈ V | λ(v) = l} be the set of all vertices of level l. For each
l ∈ {0, . . . , hgt(Tree(GT (r))) − 1} O is a linear order over Vl .
2. Labeling:
– L(r) = x.
– For any v ∈ V , dve = {w | (v, w) ∈ E} is the set of all vertices of Tree(GT (x))
adjacent to v. We distinguish two cases:
• If |dve| > 1: If O(wj1 , wj2 ), . . . , O(wj|dve|−1 , wj|dve| ) is the linear order
of dve according to O, then L(v) = L(wj1 ) ◦ . . . ◦ L(wj|dve| ) is a text
substring of L(r).
• If dve = {w} : L(v) = L(w).
– For any pair of leafs v, w ∈ V of Tree(GT (r)) with O(v, w), there exist two
tokens m < n such that L(v) = x(m) and L(w) = x(n).
3. Weighing: ω : V 2 → R is a function of the geodesic distance of vertices v, w
∈ V : the shorter this distance, the higher the weight ω(v, w).

1
hgt(T ) is the height, i.e. the length of the longest path starting from the root of
tree T = (V, E) to one of its leafs. For any vertex v ∈ V : leaf(v) = 1 iff v is a leaf of T .

Fig. 1. A generalized inclusion hierarchy mapped onto three levels.

A generalized inclusion hierarchy is a model of the tree-like LDS [12] of a
natural language text x as exemplified in Figure 1: (A) exemplifies the stratification of x’s LDS; (B) demonstrates x’s inclusion hierarchy. Note that since
generalized inclusion hierarchies are generalized trees, they span graphs by including up, down and across links as exemplified by anaphoric and rhetorical
relations. Below, we introduce lexical chains by means of across edges.
Proposition 1. A generalized inclusion hierarchy induces a one to one mapping
between its leafs and the tokens of its root label x such that any dominating
vertex is labeled by a substring of x by concatenating the labels of its immediate
descendants.
Because of space limits we skip the proof of this proposition. The kernel
hierarchy of a generalized inclusion hierarchy is a formal model of an ordered
hierarchy of content objects in the sense of [13]. Note that leafs of the kernel
hierarchy T of a generalized inclusion hierarchy are labeled by forms (see Definition 1) in a way that equally labeled leafs relate to different tokens of x.
Thus, the order of leafs maps the order of tokens in x as the label of the root
of T . Generalized inclusion hierarchies are inclusion hierarchies as their kernel
hierarchy maps constituent structure in terms of inclusion. They are generalized
as they may extend this kernel by up, down and across edges. Next, we define
lexical chains and the graphs they span over inclusion hierarchies. This is done
by means of type networks as a model of the terminological ontologies [18] used
as a lexical resource for chaining:
Definition 4. (Lexical Type Network) Let A be the set of types according
to Definition 1. A lexical type network is a graph LN = (A, B, LA , LB , ω) where
B ⊆ A2 and LA : A → TA is a vertex labeling function for a set TA of vertex
labels (or vertex types, respectively), LB : B → TB is an edge labeling function
for a set TB of edge labels and ω : B → R is an edge weighing function.
As an example of a lexical type network think of a specific release of the Wikipedia in terms of a terminological ontology. In this case, wiki articles, categories,
portals etc. induce vertices, whereas hyperlinks induce edges. Thus, vertices are
typed, e.g., as articles, portals or categories and edges are labeled as, e.g., hyperonym of (in the case of a link from a superordinate to a subordinate category),

article of (in the case of a link from an article to a portal) or as an association (in the case of a link between to articles). Edge weighing may be done by
measuring the lexical similarity of interlinked pages in terms of the vector space
model [14] or latent semantic analysis [7]. Note that in the case of WordNet [5],
words and synsets are equally represented as vertices though of different type.
Lexical networks span the reference plane of lexical edges as building blocks
of lexical chains. These edges span a sort of commutative diagram in terms of
category theory [2]. This is specified in Definition 6 which utilizes the following
definition of linkage constraints:
Definition 5. (Linkage Constraints) Let G = (V, E, LV , LE , ω) be a graph
with a vertex and edge labeling function LV and LE , respectively. Let further
ω : E → R be an edge weighing function. A linkage constraint P [x, y] is a
predicate logic statement which solely quantifies over and predicates of elements
of G including its labeling and weighing functions. Two vertices v, w ∈ V are said
to obey the constraint P [x, y] if P [v, w] is fulfilled by G when any occurrences
of x and y are substituted by v and w, respectively.
In the case of a lexical network a linkage constraint may state, for example,
that the shortest path Pvw between two vertices v, w is required to be no longer
than a certain threshold, that the product of the weights of all edges of Pvw
is smaller than a certain threshold, that edges of certain types are not allowed
to be traversed when building Pvw etc. See [3] who describe a system of path
and distance related constraints of linkage in terminological ontologies. Now, we
can define lexical chains between tokens of a text whose linkage obeys certain
constraints: on the token level and on the level of a corresponding type network:
Definition 6. (Lexical Chains) Let GH (x) = (V, E[1..7] , r, L, λ, ω) be a generalized inclusion hierarchy induced by the text string x, LN = (A, B, LA , LB , ω)
a lexical type network and P> [y1 , y2 ], P⊥ [z1 , z2 ] be two linkage constraints over
LN and GH (x), respectively.2
– A lexical edge is an across edge (v, w) ∈ E[5] between two leafs v, w of the
kernel hierarchy Tree(GT (r)) such that there exist two types a, b ∈ A where
• L(v) |= a and L(w) |= b,
• a, b are connected by a path Pab in LN ,
• a, b obey P> [y1 , y2 ] and v, w obey P⊥ [z1 , z2 ].
We denote the set of all lexical edges in GH (x) by E[5] |l ⊆ E[5] . Note that
E[5] is the set of across edges according to Definition 2.
– A lexical token chain K in GH (x) is a subgraph K = (W, L) of (V, E[5] |l )
such that there exists a connected orientation of K, but no lexical edge
e ∈ E[5] |l \ L which starts from or ends at a vertex w ∈ W .
– For a given E[5] |l , the lexical partition of GH (x) is the set lp(GH (x)) of
all lexical chains induced by E[5] |l .
2
Note that in generalized inclusion hierarchies, edge labeling is due to the partitioning of E[1..7] into seven different subsets.

Fig. 2. A lexical partitioning of a generalized inclusion hierarchy.

For a lexical chain K = (W, L), we call v = arg minu∈W:L(u)=nx (n) n and w =
arg maxu∈W:L(u)=nx (n) n the start and end of K in GH (x), respectively, and
denote this by Kvw . All other vertices u ∈ W \ {v, w} are called inner to Kvw .
A simple consequence of this definition – which clarifies a topological regularity of lexical chaining – is stated by the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Lexical chains of the same generalized inclusion hierarchy are
pairwise disjunct.
A lexical partition of a generalized inclusion hierarchy is exemplified in Figure
2. We are finally in a position to define lexical type chains whose vertices do no
longer represent tokens, but span subgraphs of type networks:
Definition 7. (Lexical Type Chains) Let lp(GH (x)) be the lexical partition
of a generalized inclusion hierarchy GH (x) = (V, E[1..7] , r, L, λ, ω) induced by a
text string x, a type network LN = (A, B, LA , LB , ω) and two linkage constraints
P> [y1 , y2 ], P⊥ [z1 , z2 ] over LN and GH (x), respectively. For any lexical token
chain (W, L) ∈ lp(GH (x)) we define a corresponding lexical type chain (W 0 , L0 )
as follows: W 0 = {a ∈ A | ∃w ∈ W : L(w) |= a} and L0 = {(a, b) | ∃e = (v, w) ∈
L : L(v) |= a ∧ L(w) |= b}. We write (W, L) |= (W 0 , L0 ) in order to denote that
the type chain (W 0 , L0 ) corresponds to the token chain (W, L). Finally, we define
LP (GH (x)) as the set of all lexical type chains induced by lp(GH (x)).
Figure 3 exemplifies an outline of the token and type partition of a press text
where the German release of the Wikipedia has been utilized to span a lexical
type network. The underlying chaining algorithm is described in [10]. Intuitively
spoken, a token partition of a text is a set of chains of tokens where each of the

Fig. 3. The largest lexical chain of the token (left) and the type partition (right) of a
newspaper article.

chains consists of content-related tokens whose relatedness is computed in terms
of the underlying lexical type network (see Definition 4). Note that tokens are
numbered in order to distinguish formally identical tokens. In a type partition
of a text formally identical tokens are mapped onto the same type where two
types are linked if at least two of their token instances are linked in the underlying token partition (see Definition 7). That is, type partitions manifest the
linkage structure of lexical text constituents, but abstract away their recurrence.
The next section describes how to utilize these graphs in order to quantify text
similarities.

3

Quantifying Text Similarities in a Unified Model

Now we introduce a text similarity model based on lexically partitioned generalized inclusion hierarchies. This is done by a linear model which combines the
similarity of two texts x, y ∈ C according to QSA and lexical chaining:
– For two generalized inclusion hierarchies GT (r), GT (s), L(r) = x, L(s) = y,
σ1 (x, y) = sim1 (GT (r), GT (s)) ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

is called the structure-related similarity of x and y where sim1 is computed
according to QSA as described in [9]. [9] show that the structural similarity
of texts is reliably and efficiently computed in terms of feature vectors whose
cells solely denote structural features of the input texts.
– For two lexical type partitions LP (GT (r)), LP (GT (s)), L(r) = x, L(s) = y,
σ2 (x, y) = sim2 (LP (GT (r)), LP (GT (s))) ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

is the content-related similarity of x and y where sim2 is computed according
to the maximum common subgraph approach of [15] as utilized in [10].
– Finally, for some α ∈ [0, 1], the text similarity of x and y is the weighted
sum of their structure and content-related similarity
σ3 (x, y) = α · σ1 (x, y) + (1 − α) · σ2 (x, y)

(3)

Equation 3 is a generalized approach to measuring the similarity of texts by
exploring their lexical content and their logical document structure. It can serve
as a starting point of computational linguistic experiments in various fields of
application as mentioned in the introductory section. As QSA already proves a
high potential in measuring structural similarities, this is a promising way to
overcome the limits of the vector space model and to include the contribution
by rising Web 2.0-based social ontologies.

4

Conclusion

This paper introduced a formal text representation model which integrates structure- and content-related features of textual units. Its aim is to provide a formal
framework for elaborating text similarity models which go beyond the limits of
the classical vector space approach. Future work will focus on systematically
evaluating this model.
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